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Abstract 

Circumstantial Complement Clauses in Ancient South Arabian? A  
Problem in Semitic Grammar

In volume 2 of his comparative grammar of the Semitic languages 
from 1913 C. Brockelmann gave a short survey of what he called 
Zustandssätze in Semitic. This syntactic category was defined in 
semantic and syntactic terms: clauses which do not bring progression 
in a narrative but indicate circumstantial conditions to the main event 
told and are equivalent to temporal adverbials (”…Sätze die nicht 
einen Fortschritt im Bericht bringen, sondern Nebenumstände der 
Handlung darstellen und daher für das Sprachgefühl Prädikative oder 
Zeitadverbien vertreten”). The syntactic marking of such clauses is, 
according to Brockelmann, asyndetic attachment to a main clause or 
syndetic by the particle wa- or its equivalent.

Brockelmann did not include Ancient South Arabian in his description 
of ’Zustandssätze’. The CCC was introduced into the grammar of 
Ancient South Arabian by A .F. L. Beeston in his sketch of the 
grammar of the epigraphic South Arabian languages from 1962. 
Beeston claims the existence of a construction in Sabaean and Minean 
similar to the h2a6l-complement in Arabic. The analysis was carried 
further in his Sabaic Grammar from 1984.

In 1965 Ja. B. Gruntfest published a study called ’Consecutive 
constructions in South Arabian’ in which he tackled a problem that 
had become visible in Beeston’s grammar from 1962, viz. that the 
imperfect in Sabaean seems to have two functions: as a marker of 
contemporaneity or rather non-past like its equivalent in Arabic, and 
as a narrative tense like the imperfect consecutive in Biblical Hebrew. 
Gruntfest rejects Beeston’s interpretations of the latter passages as 
subordinate final clauses: ’so that … should’, in accordance with the 
possible meaning of finite h2a6l-constructions in Arabic. In 



Gruntfest’s analysis the subordinate clauses with imperfect mark 
factual consecutive, not modality. According to him modal 
subordination is always marked by the particles l- and k-, not by w-. 

Gruntfest’s paper was published in Russian and Beeston did not refer 
to it in his Sabaic grammar from 1984. In a paper from 1990 N. Nebes 
discusses the CCC in Sabaean, referring to Gruntfest’s article. The 
CCC is defined as the equivalent of the Arabic wa-huwa yaf<alu.  The 
Sabaean equivalent to the Arabic wa-huwa yaf<alu should be w-h> 
yf<ln which, according to Nebes, is not found in Sabaean (and, 
according to Nebes not in Biblical Hebrew either). What we do find in 
Sabaean is a CCC with nominal constituents. The absence of verbal 
CCC in Sabaean is, according to Nebes, due to the fact that Sabaean 
does not possess a finite verbal form denoting relative simultaneity. 
The prefix form can only mark simultaneity with the ’now’ of the text, 
i.e. it can be an ’absolute’ present tense of the kind we find in 
European languages. In a subordinate clause, however, the prefix form 
can only mark posterity (Nebes 1990:66-67). A complication is then 
the prolific use of prefix forms in main clauses in what seems to be 
continuous narratives referring to the past. Beeston also refers to its 
use as presenting a situation envisaged as a consequence or as a 
concomitant result of a preceding past-time act. Nebes calls this use 
’Progressfunktion’. This is defined as ’activities … which in a context 
of actions move forward in time’ (’Tätigkeiten … die in einem 
Handlungszusammenhang zeitlich fortschreiten’. By this Nebes 
explains the use of prefix forms in narrative past context and 
associates it with the so-called imperfect consecutive in Biblical 
Hebrew. This should also be seen as ’Progress’, i.e. indicating 
posteriority in relation to a an event preceding it in time . 

There are thus two views on the CCC in Sabaean: existence (Beeston) 
and non-existence (Gruntfest, Nebes). This paper will state the 
problem, illustrate it with some examples, and suggest a solution or, at 
least, how to proceed with the analysis. 



 


